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1. Browse the tools on northernpomolanguagetools.com to see if they might fit the interests of your 
intended audience. 

2. Assess your data situation, i.e. what format your data is in, how much of it you have, where it is, and 
your system of tracking all of those things. To create a talking dictionary and phrasicon you will need 
isolated sound files of words and phrases, and an excel sheet containing the words/phrases, the name of 
their corresponding sound file, and any other information that needs to be attached to the word. See how 
close you are to having that, and try to assemble at least some data that you can use to experiment with 
the components that you want to implement.  Adding data to your site is a continuous process that can 
extend over many months, but we recommend having some ready from the start so that you can 
immediately test the site after you install it. 
 
3. Assess the need for permissions to put materials on the web. There may be some materials that are 
considered sensitive or not appropriate for public access. It is possible to create a website with limited 
access and passwords. 

4. Take a look at the documentation and figure out if you want to set up the website on your own, or if 
you want to find a tech-savvy friend.  Using the template does not require knowing how to program, but it 
does require that you be comfortable following directions to change lines of code.  

5. Find a suitable web host, and set up the web server.  We use Bluehost, and we like it. You can create a 
new domain name for the language tools site, or you can host it on your own website. It can also be 
moved later if someone else takes over the project.  

6. Download an FTP client application. You need to download one to easily place the files that make up 
the website onto your webserver. We use Filezilla, which is open source and multiplatform. (You'll log in 
to your site from this FTP client app, and then you can load the files into the public_html folder and look 
at them. But we'll get there in a few steps.) 
  
7. Download a simple text editor. These are programs that are designed to help you edit code, and they 
come with color schemes that make the code easier to read. One that we have used is Sublime, which is 
open source and multiplatform, and have no complaints. 
 
8. You're ready! Go to http://eddersko.github.io/web-template/ and download the ZIP file of the code. Put 
its contents in your public_html folder. 
 
9. Read through the manual and follow the steps to make the changes to your code that you want. Make 
sure to keep good records of where your data is. Some find data management to be one of the most 
challenging parts of the project. If you are new to the basics of website building, you might feel 
overwhelmed. However, this template is designed for people with little to no background. It’s fairly easy 
to google web resources about website building, of which there are many. Make sure to check the website 
frequently to see if the changes were properly made – it may take a few seconds after you save to update. 
 
10. Start data entry, insert videos, sound files, etc. 

11. Check to see if the website is working properly, and be sure to occasionally create backups.   

**  These steps are to get the website up and running.  As community members begin to use the 
resources, you may want to expand access so that those interested can create language lessons using the 
materials on the website. 


